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Pivot
F39 | Pendant System

Designer Vittorio Massimo

 
Pivot - a complete collection of architectural lighting. Minimalism at its finest-  the 
form is clean and simple and provides ample illumination and functional flexibility. The 
pendant system can be used to create large patterns of functional illumination for 
commercial installations. 

              ETL Listed to UL Standard 1598

  Pivot F39



Features - 

•Linear pendant system that can be joined to

create larger installations

• Dynamic direct and/or indirect illumination

   with 360° rotating light bar

• 62” long light bar

• Offered in white, anthracite or bronze

   anodized finish

• Aluminum construction 

• Low profile design

                                                                    

                                                    

Pendant System Overview
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  Pivot F39

• 70W 120V 3000K 7500 lumens CRI >80 LED

• 277 Volt available

• Floating canopies for mounting flexibility

• Optional recessable driver box

• 2 or 3 light coupling accessories to create long       

   lines of light or form shapes. 

• Custom color temperature options

• Custom RAL/Pantone color options

• BIM Files available for Revit, Sketchup, CAD

www.bimobject.com/fabbian



Pivot Linear can be used to create lighting schemes for large open spaces.
The below reflected-ceiling plan sketches demonstrate some of the scope and scale that is 
possible with the Pivot pendants and the 2 and 3 connectors.

 

 

                                          
                   

Concept Sketches
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2. Additional hardware  
Pivot offers 2 or 3 light connection pieces, to join pendants together into long linear runs or into
different shapes.

     F39 Z01A 27 - 2 Connections, aluminum finish 
     F39 Z01A 76 - 2 Connections, bronze finish
     F39 Z03A 27 - 3 Connections, aluminum finish
     F39 Z03A 76 - 3 Connections, bronze finish

3. System options  
Drivers
     120V, 96W 0-10V Dimming Driver (Standard)
     277V, 96W, 0-10V Dimming Driver (Optional)
Mounting
     Recessed plate for transformer box - with center wire hole

Custom
     Custom color temperature 3500K, 4000K - 10 piece minimum order
     Custom color (RAL/Pantone) - 10 piece minimum order

 

 

                                          
                   

1. The Pendant
Pivot pendants allow for the creation of simple to more complex lighting layouts.  The foundational 
building block is the linear pendant, offered in three finishes.

       F39 A01A 01 - White
       F39 A01A 21 - Anthracite
       F39 A01A 76 - Bronze                                                                           

                                                                

Designing Your Layout
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  Pivot F39

4. Design your layout
Using the pendant and the 2 or 3 Connections large scale layouts can be created. 
Note: Each pendant will require its own junction box/power source. There is no limit to how many
fixtures can be connected together.
Sample configurations:

2 Connections

3 Connections                                                   2 and 3 Connections
                                                                          

                                                                



Accessories
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F39 Z03A 3 Connections
Non-conductive mobile joint for connecting 3 Pivot pendants together. Connection
angels can be up to 90°, this allows for the creation of unique shapes and designs. Use
together with the 2 Connections for more complex shapes.

Metro F49

F39 Z01A - 2 Connections

Non-conductive mobile joint for connecting 2 Pivot pendants togther. Connections can be 
in a straight line or up to 90°. Use this connection to create long lines of light or to create squares.
rectangles or in conjunction with the 3 Connections piece to create more complex shapes.




